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ABSTRACT 

 
Title:'Female!Interactions!on!Film!R!Beyond!the!Bechdel!test:!A!quantitative!content!analysis!of!

sameRsexRinteractions!of!top!20!box!office!films                     
Author:'Zorana!Mičić!/!Zorana.micic@gmail.com 

Advisor:'Yvonne!Andersson 

Level:'Master!Thesis!in!Media!and!Communication!Studies! 

Completion:'Spring!2015 

Institution:'Stockholm!University,!Department!of!Media!Studies,!JMK 

!
The!purpose!of!this!study!is!to!research!how!much!women!interact!with!each!other!on!screen!

and!what!type!of!interactions!occur.!The!Bechdel!Test!criticises!the!lack!of!female!interactions!

and!the!content!of!those!discussions.!This!thesis!asks!how!much!women!interact!with!women!

in!film!compared!to!how!much!men!interact!with!men.!It’s!an!aspect!of!female!representation!

in! film!that!has!previously!not!been!researched.! !The!study!also! takes!a!closer! look!at! female!

interactions!and!asks!in!what!context!women!are!placed!when!they!interact!with!each!other.!

The!study!explores!the!global!top!20!box!office!films!and!focuses!on!investigating!sameR

sex!interactions!in!order!to!see!the!prevalence!of!femaleRtoRfemale!interactions!(FI)!compared!

to!maleRtoRmale!interactions!(MI).!This!study!applies!a!quantitative!research!method!on!the!20!

highest!grossing!films!at!the!worldwide!box!office!of!all!time.!

Findings! of! the! study! show! that! film! portrays! men! interacting! with! men! to! a!

substantially!higher!extent!than!women!interacting!with!women.!Women!are!often!presented!

in!family!situations!and!rarely!are!they!seen!interacting!with!female!work!colleagues.!

The! paper! proposes! a! gender! equality! test,! the! (im)balance! test! to! understand! the!

relationship! between! FI! and! MI,! and! encourages! the! test! to! be! applied! to! films! in! order! to!

measure!their!gender!balance.!
 

 

Keywords:'The!(im)balance!test,!sameRsexRinteraction,! femaleRtoRfemale! interaction,!maleRtoR

male!interaction,!the!Bechdel!test,!Hollywood,!! !
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!

1. Introduction              
Female under-representation on film has been discussed extensively in and outside of academia 

and in recent years there has been an ongoing media debate regarding gender imbalance, both in 

film and for women as workers in the film industry.  

The Bechdel test powerfully demonstrates the gender imbalance on film as it points to the 

lack of female-to-female interactions in film today. The test derives from a comic strip that 

highlights the rarity of a film containing at least one scene where two women speak to each other 

about something else other than a man, a simple test that many films manage to fail. However, 

the test never had the intention to be a tool for measuring gender imbalance, which it has upon 

occasions wrongly been used as. Inspired by the Bechdel test, the idea of further researching 

female-to-female interactions on screen developed. This study desires to see how much females 

actually interact with one another on screen and in order to do that all same-sex-interactions in a 

film are measured and compared, both female-to-female and male-to-male interactions. The 

purpose of this paper is to develop on the ideas of the Bechdel test and provide a simple tool to 

highlight hidden imbalance structures taking place right in front of our eyes.  
 

1.1. Aim and research question 

The aim of this study is to research how interactions between women on screen are presented in 

commercial films. This study compares same-sex-interactions and looks at to what extent 

female-to-female interactions (FI) appear in comparison to male-to-male interactions (MI) in 20 

commercial films. The study aims to look at the FI scenes in the chosen films in order to see in 

what way women interact with women on screen. The study takes a bird’s-eye view on a group 

of films to see if any general patterns can be detected regarding the depiction of interactions 

between females on screen. The aim is also to provide a simple tool to measure gender 

(im)balance on film.  
 

The following are the questions that this study aims to answer: 

1. What is the ratio of female-to-female interactions (FI) compared to male-to-male interactions 

(MI)? 

2. How are female-to-female interactions represented on screen? 
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1.2. Material and limitations 

The research material that has been chosen for this study are the 20 highest grossing films at the 

worldwide box office of all time, list retrieved in January 20151. That means films that have 

made the most money selling tickets at cinemas around the world. It does not include ancillary 

sales or sales of other merchandising that might be connected to the film. The 20 films are all 

American films in English language, from 8 main Hollywood studios: 20th Century Fox, 

Paramount, Buena Vista, Warner Bros., DreamWorks, New Line Cinema, Universal and Sony. 

Buena Vista being Disney’s film studio division, dominating with 8 films on the top  20 list. 

The list below shows all films included in the study. Grosses are in US million dollars, 

with the two right columns indicating how much in dollars and in percentage was made overseas, 

that is outside of the US. 

Rank& Title& Studio& Worldwide& Overseas&
1" Avatar"(2009)" Fox" $2,788.00" 72.70%"
2" Titanic"(1997)" Par." $2,186.80" 69.90%"
3" Marvel's"The"Avengers"(2012)" BV" $1,518.60" 59.00%"
4" Harry"Potter"and"the"Deathly"Hallows"Part"2"(2011)" WB" $1,341.50" 71.60%"
5" Frozen"(2013)" BV" $1,274.20" 68.60%"
6" Iron"Man"3"(2013)" BV" $1,215.40" 66.30%"
7" Transformers:"Dark"of"the"Moon"(2011)" P/DW" $1,123.80" 68.60%"
8" The"Lord"of"the"Rings:"The"Return"of"the"King"(2003)" NL" $1,119.90" 66.30%"
9" Skyfall"(2012)" Sony" $1,108.60" 72.50%"
10" Transformers:"Age"of"Extinction"(2014)" Par." $1,104.00" 77.80%"
11" The"Dark"Knight"Rises"(2012)" WB" $1,084.40" 58.70%"
12" Pirates"of"the"Caribbean:"Dead"Man's"Chest"(2006)" BV" $1,066.20" 60.30%"
13" Toy"Story"3"(2010)" BV" $1,063.20" 61.00%"
14" Pirates"of"the"Caribbean:"On"Stranger"Tides"(2011)" BV" $1,045.70" 76.90%"
15" Jurassic"Park"(1993)" Uni." $1,029.20" 60.90%"
16" Star"Wars:"Episode"I"b"The"Phantom"Menace"(1999)" Fox" $1,027.00" 53.80%"
17" Alice"in"Wonderland"(2010)" BV" $1,025.50" 67.40%"
18" The"Hobbit:"An"Unexpected"Journey"(2012)" WB" $1,017.00" 70.20%"
19" The"Dark"Knight"(2008)" WB" $1,004.60" 46.80%"
20" The"Lion"King"(1994)" BV" $987.50" 57.20%"

Table 1. Top 20 All Time Worldwide Box Office2 retrieved January 2015 
                                                
1http://www.boxofficemojo.com/alltime/world/ 
2 Ibid. 
3http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/women-in-hollywood-there-are-officially-fewer-
films-with-a-female-lead-today-than-in-2002-10036178.html  
2 Ibid. 
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The percentage on the far right in Table 1, most often between 60% and 70%, indicates that a 

majority of the box office sales of a film is made outside of the US. It shows that the target 

audience isn’t only an American audience but also that the studios systematically target an 

international audience. That is the reason why these films have been chosen for this study. It’s 

relevant to look at this material as these films are part of the most powerful and influential 

distribution systems in the world. It means that they have a wide reach as they are available at 

cinemas worldwide. Their box office totals indicate the films great popularity and consumption 

amongst audiences. It is therefore interesting to look at the portrayal of women in films that are 

popular and seen by many across different cultures, in order to see what kind of female images 

are communicated through these films. 

 As will later be seen in the Empirical Results section (p. 30), the results of the 20 films 

show that the outcome would be similar if the study was performed on 10 films. Therefore, it can 

be concluded that 20 films is an appropriate sample size as saturation was reached at that size 

and adding another 10 or 20 films to the study wouldn’t affect the study significantly. 
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2. Background and Previous Research 
This section aims to present an overview of the position of women within the film industry, 

focusing on Hollywood. I believe it is important to look at different segments within the 

Hollywood system in order to see the holistic picture of the current position of women in 

Hollywood. Doing that can explain some systemic issues and why they occur. Therefore the 

background will present research on contemporary films that show the current situation 

concerning females active on screen and behind the camera. It will show how women fare at the 

box office and also what kind of attitudes are expressed towards women in the business. The 

chapter will end with a presentation and discussion of the Bechdel test that speaks of female 

representation on screen.  

 

2.1. Gender studies on contemporary Hollywood cinema 
There is a vast amount of work treating the subject of women in the film industry and it is 

commonly known that women suffer from under-representation across different media types 

(Collins, 2011: 290). Annual studies are published on the status of women in film. It’s a Man’s 

(Celluloid) World (Lauzen M.M., 2015: 1) was published in 2015 by San Diego State 

University’s Center for the Study of Women in Television and Film. It researches the on-screen 

representations of female characters in the top 100 films of 2014. The report shows that women 

are only protagonists in 12% of the 100 films, which is a decline of 3 percentage points from the 

previous year and 4 percentage points from 2002 (Lauzen M.M., 2015: 2). Meaning that films 

made in 2002 had more female protagonists than 12 years later. Looking at all speaking 

characters in the 100 films, 70% of the speaking characters were men and 30% were women 

(Lauzen M.M., 2015: 2). The study shows that there has been no development with gender 

balance and the industry remains gender biased.  

The study also shows that 61% of men and 34% of women were identified by a work 

related role. As a contrast to that, only 31% of men were identified by a personal life related 

goal, such as parent, husband or wife, while 58% of women were identified with a personal life 

related role (Lauzen M.M., 2015: 3). This means that men were more often presented in work 

related environments while women were more often presented in home related environments. In 

the 100 films, women were also more likely to have social goals such as helping and supporting 

others. The study concludes that ‘gender stereotypes remain abundant in the top grossing films of 
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2014’ (Lauzen M.M., 2015: 1). The researcher of the study, Dr. Martha M. Lauzen, said in an 

interview with The Independent ‘The chronic underrepresentation of girls and women reveals a 

kind of arrested development in the mainstream film industry.’3 

 

2.1.1. Gender inequality in film 2007 – 2013 

Similar to the research presented above, USC Annenberg School of Journalism and 

Communication published in 2014 the study Gender Inequality in Popular Films: Examining on 

screen portrayals and behind-the-scenes employment patterns in motion pictures released 

between 2007-2013 (Smith S.L., Choueiti M., Pieper K., 2014). The study consists of the top 100 

films of 6 years between 2007 and 2013, a total of 600 films. It is the largest and most 

comprehensive longitudinal study on recent films to date. It researches behind-the-screen 

employment and measures speaking or named characters in the 600 films (Smith S.L., Choueiti 

M., Pieper K., 2014).  

 

When discussing the portrayals on screen, this study aligns with the results of the previous one.  

Below is the chart with the numbers of the prevalence of female speaking characters over 6 

years. 

Prevalence& 2007& 2008& 2009& 2010& 2012& 2013&
%"of"female"characters" 29.9%" 32.8%" 32.8%" 30.3%" 28.4%" 29.2%"
%"of"films"w/balanced"casts" 11.9%" 15.0%" 16.8%" 4.0%" 6.0%" 16.0%"
Ratio"of"males"to"females" 2.35"to"1" 2.05"to"1" 2.05"to"1" 2.3"to"1" 2.51"to"1" 2.43"to"1"
Total"#"of"speaking"characters" 4,379" 4,370" 4,342" 4,153" 4,475" 4,506"
Total"#"of"films" 100" 100" 100" 100" 100" 100"

 
Table 2 Prevalence of female speaking characters 2007 – 2013 (Smith S.L., Choueiti M., Pieper 
K., 2014). 
 

Around 30% seems to be a constant number of female speaking roles on screen. This matches 

the number from 2014 in the study It’s a Man’s (Celluloid) World. A study covering films from 

1946 - 1955, shows that during the 9 year period, 25% of the speaking characters were female 

(Howells, 1997). A 3-5 percentage point increase in 60 years speaks of a static industry, 

                                                
3http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/women-in-hollywood-there-are-officially-fewer-
films-with-a-female-lead-today-than-in-2002-10036178.html  
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comparing the results show that there has not been any major improvements on female 

prevalence on screen for more than half a century.    

 

When looking at the workers behind-the-scenes, the study found 1374 producers, writers and 

directors in 2013. Out of the 1374 workers 15,9% were women, which means that there are 5 

men to every 1 female film worker. Below are the results for the six years included in the study.  

Prevalence& 2007& 2008& 2009& 2010& 2012& 2013&

%"of"female"directors"
2.7%"
(n=3)"

8%"
(n=9)"

3.6%"
(n=4)"

2.7%"
(n=3)"

4.1%"
(n=5)"

1.9%"
(n=2)"

%"of"female"writers"
11.2%"
(n=35)"

13.6%"
(n=35)"

13.5%"
(n=38)"

11.1%"
(n=29)"

12.2%"
(n=34)"

7.4%"
(n=20)"

%"of"female"producers"
20.5%"
(n=174)"

19.1%"
(n=164)"

21.6%"
(n=183)"

18.3%"
(n=160)"

20%"
(n=166)"

19.6%"
(n=196)"

%"of"total"(d/w/p)"females"
17%"

(n=212)"
16.9%"
(n=208)"

18.1%"
(n=225)"

15.4%"
(n=192)"

16.7%"
(n=205)"

15.9%"
(n=218)"

Gender"Ratio" 5"to"1" 4.9"to"1" 4.5"to"1" 5.5"to"1" 5"to"1" 5.3"to"1"
 
Table 3 Prevalence of females as directors, writers and producers (Smith S.L., Choueiti M., 
Pieper K., 2014). 
 

2013 shows the lowest number for female directors, 1.9% of the films had female directors and 

7.4% had female writers. The numbers were higher when it came to producers as 19% of the 

producers were women. An average number for these three occupations is around 5 males to 

every 1 female. This number is relevant to mention because of the following:  

The results of It’s a Man’s (Celluloid) World show a connection between the prevalence 

of females behind the screen and the prevalence of females on the screen. The study shows that 

films with only male directors and writers have male protagonists in 87% of the films, 9% is 

devoted to male/female ensembles and in only 4% of the films is there a female protagonist 

(Lauzen M.M., 2015: 4). However, when there is a female director and/or writer involved in the 

film, 39% of the films have female protagonists, 35% male protagonists and 26% is a 

male/female ensembles (Lauzen M.M., 2015: 4). Films where women were involved in the 

creating process show a more balanced distribution between the protagonists and the sexes. The 

conclusion can be made that in order to increase females on screen and reach a gender balance, it 

is important to include women in the process of making films. However, in an article for the 

Huffington Post, Dr. Martha M. Lauzen and Jennifer Siebel Newsom (writer, director, producer) 

write the following on the subject: ‘Attracting larger numbers of well trained, ambitious, and 
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talented women alone is largely irrelevant if executives and investors holding the purse strings to 

film financing and distribution make decisions based on less-than-positive gender stereotypes 

about women's abilities.’4. More on this subject will be discussed further under section 2.2. 

Attitudes towards working women in the film industry.    

 

2.1.2. Women at the box office 

Another study performed by The Center for the Study of Women in Television and Film is the 

study Women @ the box office (Lauzen M.M., 2008). It researches 100 top grossing films from 

2007 and asks how films featuring female protagonists perform at the box office when compared 

to those featuring males. The results show that films that feature female protagonists or 

prominent females in an ensemble cast had significantly lower average domestic box office 

grosses than films featuring male protagonists, $54.5 vs. $101.0 million (Lauzen M.M., 2008: 2). 

They also had significantly lower average foreign box office grosses, $57.6 vs. $114.5 million. 

With that said, the differences in profit is not dependent on the female protagonists. The study 

also shows that films with female protagonists or prominent females in an ensemble cast also had 

significantly lower budgets than films featuring male protagonists, $45.0 million vs $77.9 

million (Lauzen M.M., 2008: 2). It shows that when the budgets are similar, films with female 

protagonists earn similar box office grosses as films with male protagonists, both domestic and 

international profits. Films with male protagonists have larger budgets and therefore earn more at 

the box office. The study concludes: ‘the differences in box office grosses are not caused by the 

sex of the protagonist but by the size of the budget. Films with larger budgets generate larger 

grosses, regardless of the sex of the protagonist’(Lauzen M.M., 2008: 2). This means that the 

studios assign the films with female protagonists lower budgets and therefore the film’s path at 

the box office has already been set. 

To demonstrate this, comparing The Hunger Games, that has a female protagonist, and 

The Dark Knight Rises can be relevant, both films were released in 2012. The Hunger Games 

made $408 million at the US box office while The Dark Knight Rises made $448 million, that is 

40 million more than The Hunger Games. However, the budget of The Hunger Games was  $78 

million while making The Dark Knight Rises cost 3 times as much, $250 million. The Hunger 

Games and many other successful films with female protagonists show that women indeed sell 

                                                
4 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jennifer-siebel-newsom/hollywood-pipeline-still-_b_2743371.html 
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films. There are many factors that determine if a film makes it or breaks it, but to fail solely 

because of a female protagonist is highly unlikely.  

An important note to make here is that women in fact make up the majority of the 

moviegoing audience, as statistics show that 52% in 2014 were women (MPAA, 2014: 16). In 

fact, women have comprised a larger share of moviegoers constantly since 2010 and the number 

of female moviegoers has increased in 2014 while the number of male moviegoers remained flat 

(MPAA, 2014: 16).  

 

 
Table 4 - Gender share of moviegoers 2010-2014 

 

2.2. Attitudes towards working women in the film industry 
This section aims to look at the conversations that take place in the media about Hollywood. 

That should provide an understanding of the atmosphere and environment in which women work 

in in the film industry.  

Actress Cate Blanchett rebuffed some of the common perceptions held about women in 

film in her Academy Award acceptance speech in 2014:  

‘...those in the industry who are still foolishly clinging to the idea that female films with women 

at the center are niche experiences. They are not. Audiences want to see them and, in fact, they 

earn money. The world is round, people.’5 

Blanchett was here addressing what seems to be a constantly simmering debate around women in 

Hollywood. These are that audiences are not interested in films with female protagonists, thus 

they are not financially viable and studios will make a loss when making films about women.  

                                                
5http://www.independent.co.uk/arts-entertainment/films/news/oscars-2014-cate-blanchetts-best-actress-acceptance-
speech-in-full-9164895.html 
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Back in 2008, it was reported that the president of production at Warner Brothers, Jeff Robinov, 

had said that the studio would no longer make films with female leads as they were not doing 

well at the box office6. Allegedly, the comments that surfaced online were made after two films 

with female protagonists failed to meet the financial expectations of the studio, The Invasion 

starring Nicole Kidman and The Brave One starring Jodie Foster. A studio representative denied 

that Robinov had made such comments. In an article for the New York Times, a journalist wrote 

regarding the subject ‘it is hard to believe that anyone in a position of Hollywood power would 

be so stupid as to actually say what many in that town think: Women can’t direct. Women can’t 

open movies. Women are a niche.’7  

Well, there are those who genuinely think that women are not capable of making movies 

and who would say it on record. Bret Easton Ellis, the novelist and screenwriter who wrote the 

bestseller American Psycho, said in an interview: 

‘There's something about the medium of film itself that I think requires the male gaze. (...) We're 

watching, and we're aroused by looking, whereas I don't think women respond that way to films, 

just because of how they're built. (...) Regardless of the business aspect of things, is there a 

reason that there isn't a female Hitchcock or a female Scorsese or a female Spielberg? I don't 

know. I think it's a medium that really is built for the male gaze and for a male sensibility.’8 

 In the article Why Women in Hollywood can’t get film financing9 the attitudes towards 

female filmmakers are clearly explained. Dori Sperko, a Hollywood film financier speaks of the 

Sundance projects she was considering investing in that morning: 

‘I automatically passed on the movie with the woman producer team attached. I just feel like you 

can’t trust women you don’t know, but you can trust a man. It is what it is.’10. In the same article, 

Cathy Schulman, president of Mandalay Pictures and the board president of Women In Film 

confirms ‘Sperko’s attitude is still the industry standard’.  

 Both Ellis and Sperko’s attitudes on female abilities speak of the obstacles female 

filmmakers face in their working environment, solely based on the fact that they are women.   

 

                                                
6 http://www.nytimes.com/2008/05/04/movies/moviesspecial/04dargi.html 
7 Ibid. 
8 http://jezebel.com/5541738/bret-easton-ellis-women-cant-direct 
9  http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/articles/2013-02-21/why-women-in-hollywood-cant-get-film-financing 
10 Ibid. 
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2.2.1. The Sony hack and the pay gap  

It’s not just female directors and producers that are being maligned. Actresses are also deemed to 

be not as worthy as their male counterparts. The big conversation in the film world of 2014 was 

the so called ‘Sony hack’ where a group calling themselves ‘Guardians of Peace’ hacked into the 

Sony e-mail accounts and spread the content in media. This gave an insight into the conversation 

that were being made behind closed doors among key industry players. The screenwriter Aaron 

Sorkin was found saying that female roles ‘were nothing close to the degree of difficulty of male 

roles’ and ‘year in and year out, the guy who wins the Oscar for Best Actor has a much higher 

bar to clear than the woman who wins Best Actress.’11 

Another revelation to come out of the Sony hack was the nature of the pay gap between 

male and female actors. It has always been the case that the level of fame determines a paycheck, 

yet it also became apparent that even if a woman was more famous than her male counterpart, 

had won more career honors or even appeared in more successful films, they would be offered 

less pay12. In the case of the film American Hustle that Sony produced, 3 male actors and the 

director were paid 9% each of the back-end profits. The female stars, Jennifer Lawrence and 

Amy Adams only got 7% each, despite the fact that Amy Adams has four Academy Awards 

nominations, more than Jeremy Renner and Bradley Cooper combined. Jennifer Lawrence had 

tremendous success with The Hunger Games that grossed 729 million worldwide13 and was 

awarded with an Academy Award in 2012 for her performance in Silver Linings Playbook. 

  Amy Pascal, who was Chairman of Sony’s Motion Picture Group at the time of the hack 

talked about the pay discrepancy at a Women in the World event in February 2015: 

‘I run a business. People want to work for less money, I’ll pay them less money. I don’t call them 

up and go, can I give you some more? They have to walk away. People shouldn’t be so grateful 

for jobs.’14. This statement is showing that there is blame laid on the women as if the actresses 

should themselves change the very stubborn structures of Hollywood. 

 

                                                
11http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/11295870/Female-roles-are-easier-in-Hollywood-
says-Aaron-Sorkin.html 
12http://www.theguardian.com/film/2014/dec/12/sony-email-hack-jennifer-lawrence-paid-less-american-hustle 
13http://www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/12/15/exclusive-sony-emails-reveal-why-aaron-sorkin-thinks-
hollywood-has-a-women-problem.html 
14 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-02-12/sony-s-pascal-defends-paying-women-like-jennifer-
lawrence-less 
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2.2.2. Hollywood structures fail women 

The above discusses the structural issues in Hollywood that systematically hinder women, both 

on and off screen. Some claim simply that women are not good enough as filmmakers and lack 

abilities to create film (see Bret Easton Ellis p. 13). Then there’s the extra caution with trusting 

women to lead projects (see Sperko p. 13). When women are finally ‘allowed’ to make film and 

given financing to direct a film or be the protagonist of one, less money is invested in the project, 

naturally meaning that the film will also make less money in most cases (see Women at the box 

office p. 11). When women appear on screen they often have to perform underrepresented, 

poorly written and stereotyped characters (See It’s a man’s celluloid world p. 8) for which they 

are paid less (see Pascal p. 14). There is also entrenched non-quantifiable justifications for the 

position of women, such as that the performances required of women are not nearly as 

complicated as male roles (see Sorkin p. 14). The difficulty for women to get a job in Hollywood 

is highlighted by the figures that reveal that there were around 96% male directors and 90% male 

writers on 600 films released 2007-2013 (see table 2 p. 9). That indicates a systematic rejection 

of women and shows a system that on all levels is limiting women to succeed. As Amy Pascal 

said: ‘For a woman to direct a movie in Hollywood, she has to go through so many layers of 

rejection, by the powers that be, I suppose including myself, that it is harder to get to that point 

that you can’t just create something. There is a whole unconscious mountain (...) But I think that 

the whole system is geared for them to fail’15. This statement was made by Pascal before she 

herself was fired from her position at Sony, as a consequence of the hack.  

 

2.2.3. Initiatives for women  

In recent years more active work has been done to raise awareness of the underrepresentation of 

females in the film industry. Only during the writing of this paper high profile initiatives have 

been launched to promote female workers in the industry. During this year’s Tribeca Film 

Festival, Meryl Streep together with the organisation New York Women in Film & Television 

launched The Writers Lab. Financed by the organization and Streep herself, the lab will select 8 

female screenwriters over age 40 that will work alongside industry professionals with script 

development and career advice. The lab aims to ‘counteract perceived gender and age bias 

                                                
15http://www.forbes.com/sites/dorothypomerantz/2013/05/22/sonys-amy-pascal-on-closing-the-money-gap-
between-men-and-women-in-hollywood/ 
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affecting creative women in the film industry’16. The initiative comes following a study that the 

number of female screenwriters is decreasing, from 17% of the sector in 2009 to 15% in 2014. 

Women were also found to be paid less than their male counterparts17. 

 The 2015 edition of the renowned Cannes Film Festival also sees a clear direction 

towards highlighting female contribution to the film industry. One of the integral parts of the 

festival this year is the section Women in Motion. There were two awards on offer. One to 

honour a prominent industry figure that has significantly contributed to the cause of women, this 

recipient can be both male or female18. A second award for an up-and-coming female director 

whose project will be supported by Women in Motion19.  Thierry Fremaux, the head of the 

festival said regarding the initiative ‘Women’s contribution to the film industry, be it on screen 

or behind the camera, is essential and invaluable. By putting this topic on the agenda, we hope to 

work toward greater recognition of their work and input to cinema’. Pierre Lescure, the new 

president of the Cannes Film Festival, adds ‘Women in Motion is opening another chapter in the 

history of the Festival de Cannes and paving the way for the cinema of tomorrow, enriched by a 

greater variety of points of view and by the diversity of films’. These two initiatives show that 

certain players within the industry are realizing the problems and working towards a positive 

change.  

 

2.3. Popularised gender equality tests 

This section aims to point out a gender equality test that has become popularised in recent years. 

The Bechdel test is the main test in this category and derived from Alison Bechdel’s comic strip 

‘Dykes to watch out for’ where two female characters are speaking to each other:  

                                                
16 http://deadline.com/2015/04/meryl-streep-nywift-establish-writers-lab-for-women-over-40-1201412648/ 
17http://www.theguardian.com/film/2015/apr/20/meryl-streep-screenwriting-initiative-women-over-40-writers-lab 
18 http://variety.com/2015/film/festivals/cannes-film-fest-kering-launch-women-in-motion-1201462413/ 
19 Ibid. 
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From Dykes to watch out for (1985) 
 

The character is saying that she has three requirements a movie has to fulfill in order for her to 

see it. One, it has to have at least two women in it, two, who talk to each other, three, about 

something else than a man. The comic ends with the punch line ‘Last movie I was able to see 

was Alien, two women were talking about the monster’. It is a clear critique that points to the 

lack of interesting female conversations in film. The three steps later became popularised as The 

Bechdel Test and a film that has at least one scene where two women talk to each other without 

mentioning a man passes the test.   

 

2.3.1. Swedish cinemas and The Bechdel Test  

‘Twenty-eight years later cinemas are turning Bechdel's black humor into policy in order to raise 

consciousness among audiences about gender imbalance’20. In 2013, four Swedish cinemas 

decided to do just that as they developed and launched the so-called ‘A-rating’, The Bechdel Test 

approved stamp. The cinemas mark which films in their repertoire pass The Bechdel Test as a 

way of informing the audience of the content. Ellen Tejle, the director of Cinema Rio in 

Stockholm says: ‘To us, it’s a case of positive consumer information’21.  The motivation behind 

the A-rating is to expose the fundamental problems and it is seen as a method to illustrate gender 
                                                
20 http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/27/swedish-cinema-bechdel-test-works 
21http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/11/21/rating-sex-violence-and-profanity-in-movies/consider-gender-
inequality 
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norms and structures22. The Swedish Film Institute, that is a state funded institution, has given 

the initiative vocal support23. 

 

2.3.2. Criticism towards The Bechdel Test and the A-rating 

The initiative and the A-rating has been criticized for oversimplifying the issue and not revealing 

whether a film is gender balanced24. Swedish film critic Hynek Pallas comments on the issue 

‘There are far too many films that pass the Bechdel test that don't help at all in making society 

more equal or better, and lots of films that don't pass the test but are fantastic at those things"25. 

He also criticizes the Swedish institute for their support in the A-rating initiative, adding ‘a state 

institution should not send out signals about what one should or shouldn't include in a movie’26.  

Jan Holmberg, the CEO of the Ingmar Bergman Foundation expressed his opinion in an article 

for the Swedish daily Dagens Nyheter ‘The A-rating: the final sacrifice of meaningful cultural 

criticism at the altar of honorable stupidity’27. 

The test is also accused of damaging the way we think about film, according to a 

journalist ‘The Bechdel Tests fosters a way of thinking about films that has almost nothing to do 

with cinema (...) Films are art, not questionnaires to be filled in. Can we move on, please?’28. 

 

2.3.3. Beyond the Bechdel test and the inspiration for this study 

Moving on is the main goal of the A-rating. Whether the A-rating is a provocation as some 

claim29 or a tool to raise awareness, it is an initiative that serves an important function. The 

gender inequality on and off screen is the doing of a conservative film industry and change will 

not come if these issues are not treated publically. There is a need for the initiative we see at the 

four Swedish Cinemas, it sheds light on a highly problematic issue that many are not aware of.  

The test catches people’s attention as the rules are very simple and the results surprising; are 

there really films where two women don’t speak to each other? It seems banal. But it is in fact 
                                                
22http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/11/21/rating-sex-violence-and-profanity-in-movies/consider-gender-
inequality 
23 http://www.theguardian.com/world/2013/nov/06/swedish-cinemas-bechdel-test-films-gender-bias 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/sweden/10431364/Swedish-cinemas-introduce-feminism-
rating-for-films.html 
27 http://www.dn.se/arkiv/kultur/filmvetare-alltfor-manusfixerade 
28http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/film/10450463/Bechdel-test-is-damaging-to-the-way-we-think-about-film.html 
29 http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2013/nov/27/swedish-cinema-bechdel-test-works 
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the reality of film today. The test is in no way sufficient in order to determine the gender balance 

in individual films, nor was it ever the purpose or the claim of it to be. Those who believe that 

seem to miss the critique and the true purpose of the test. Film can be art, but that art can be 

suppressive towards certain groups within a society. The Bechdel test and the A-rating should 

instead be seen as an efficient way of commenting on a structural defect in the film industry, and 

from this comment new procedures need to derive. Therefore, measuring tools should be applied 

in order to expose suppressive structures and point at issues that exist. This thesis paper alone is 

solely inspired by The Bechdel Test and I would not have considered female interactions if it 

wasn’t for the test It makes a strong point and intrigues one to think of how frequent women 

actually talk to each other on screen and also what they talk about. In order to move on from the 

Bechdel test, this study will measure and compare female-to-female interactions and male-to-

male interactions and see what those measurements show about the structures of films. It will 

also propose a test that more accurately reflects gender imbalance in films.  
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3. Theoretical Framework 
Before continuing to the empirical research and the presentation of the results, it is important to 

discuss a couple of concepts that are relevant to give a foundation and motivate the empirical 

work. 

 

3.1. Why representation matters 

Why is it at all important to discuss representations of something, of a thing, of an object, of a 

race or a gender? What does it tell us? Why are same-sex-interactions relevant to consider? 

Stuart Hall comments on media ‘because there are many different and conflicting ways in which 

meaning about the world can be constructed, it matters profoundly what and who gets 

represented, what and who regularly and routinely gets left out, and how things, people, events, 

relationships are represented.” (Hall, 1986: 9). Mass media in general and film in particular 

creates a world and contributes to us making meaning of our world and shaping what we 

experience as our ‘reality’. As Thompson notes, ‘the media are actively involved in constituting 

the social world. By making images and information available to individuals located in distant 

locations, the media shape and influence the course of events and, indeed, create events that 

would not have existed in their absence’ (Thomson, 1995: 117). Whether it is live footage from a 

war zone or a $250 million blockbuster movie, mass media is providing us with images of 

worlds that are created outside our immediate reality that only enter our conscious sphere once 

we consume or are exposed to it. Because of the influence of what media we consume can have 

on us it is important to ask what is presented as much as it is important to ask what is actively 

chosen to be left out or under-represented. It is relevant to measure female-to-female interactions 

in order to see how and how often female relationships are portrayed on film. If the insinuations 

by the Bechdel test are true, that female relationships are excluded from films, it needs to be 

discussed and brought to light in order to fully understand how women are represented on film. 

Previous information presented in the background chapter has already touched upon the subject 

of underrepresentation of women in film, and confirms it (see p. 8). To widen that picture and 

contribute with more information on female representation, the empirical research of this paper is 

focusing on an aspect that has yet not been researched. Researching female-to-female 

interactions will tell us how females are represented in relation to one another on film and what 

purpose they serve for the entirety of film. It is relevant to look at what we constantly watch and 
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what is constantly left out. If male-to-male interactions are presented regularly and female-to-

female interactions are left out, one can suggest that women are presented as unimportant, 

uninteresting, irrelevant and underrepresented.  

 

3.1.1. Media influence on views of gender 

Julia T. Wood presents her theory ‘out of the many influences on how we view men and women, 

media are the most pervasive and one of the most powerful. Woven throughout our daily lives, 

media insinuate their messages into our consciousness at every turn. All forms of media 

communicate images of the sexes, many of which perpetuate unrealistic, stereotypical, and 

limiting perceptions’ (Wood, 1999). Media most often represent boys and men as active, 

adventurous, powerful, sexually aggressive, and largely uninvolved in human relationships, and 

represent girls and women as young, thin, beautiful, passive, dependent, and often incompetent 

(Wood, 2008: 259). Woods identifies three categories in which media represents gender. The 

first is the underrepresentation of women that positions men as the cultural standard and women 

as unimportant or invisible. The second is the stereotypical portrayal of both men and women 

that reflect and sustain socially endorsed views of gender. The third and final category is media’s 

depictions of relationships between men and women that emphasizes traditional roles and 

normalize violence against women (Wood, 1999). The underrepresentation of women in prime-

time television and children’s programming is brought to attention by Woods and she mentions a 

study that shows men being included 10 times more often than women in newscasts. She 

identifies the underrepresentation as the main way in which media distorts reality and 

misrepresents proportions of women and men in the population, which, according to Wood, 

tempts us to believe that men are in majority and that men are the cultural standard (Wood, 

1999). Although these remain the dominant gender image, Woods notes in her later work that 

media have begun to offer some alternative, less traditional images of men and women, 

masculinity and femininity (Wood, 2008: 259). 

Note, it is important to separate these ideas on media’s influence on views of gender to 

discussions of media’s influence on identity or media effects. What effects media might have on 

us remains an interesting question, but has not yet been answered despite almost a century of 

research and theoretical attempts trying to answer that question (Laughey, 2007: 8). Very few 

studies have managed to identify or reject the possibility of media effects (Laughey, 2007: 8). 
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There is also a debate whether media mostly affects individuals, groups, institutions, cultures or 

societies (Laughey, 2007:9). What surroundings shape our identities and believes is complex, 

how much media, religion, laws or other factors around us affect us is highly complex to 

measure. Laboratory experiments by psychologists are limited to measuring short-term and direct 

effects. Long-term effects are much harder to measure but if they would somehow be identified it 

would have great significance to the understanding of media power (Laughey, 2007:9). To 

conclude this section one can simply say that the consequences of the underrepresentation of 

women in mass media are unknown, theories provide little basis to support ideas of the 

consequences of representation in media, or lack thereof  (Collins, 2011: 292). 

 

3.2. Public / private dichotomy 

Carol Pateman claims that ‘the dichotomy between the private and the public is central to almost 

two centuries of feminist writing and political struggle; it is, ultimately, what the feminist 

movement is about’ (Pateman, 1983). Some discuss the public as the realm of men, the 

traditional breadwinner assumed to be the rational and political sex, and the private is the realm 

of women, the irrational and natural sex30. Feminist critiques regards the public/private divide as 

‘the source of women’s oppression, not only because the private realm is exempt from liberal 

principles and political accountability, but also because activity and work in the private realm are 

not valued like that in civil society.’ (Prokhovnik, 1998: 87). Historically, the line between the 

home as private and the rest of civil and political society as public was defined by social norms 

as well as law, and that line was clearly gendered (Higgins, 1999: 849). Tracy E. Higgins 

identifies legislative classifications as responsible for excluding women from public activities, 

from voting to lawyering, which reinforced the notion that ‘women's proper place was the private 

sphere of home and family’ (Higgins, 1999: 849). 

This private/public dichotomy is the core of a patriarchal society and places men in a 

superior position to women. Men have been responsible and active in the public all along, an 

arena where women have been excluded from and only officially entered when women were 

given the right to vote, the right to have an influence on the public. Following that, women's 

roles in society have expanded drastically in the past century. Regarding film as a representation 

                                                
30 Chelsea Purvis, Gender—Addressing the Public/Private Divide, Think Africa Press (Nov. 9, 2012), 
http://thinkafricapress.com/international-law-africa/public-private-divide 
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of society, it is relevant to look at how film structures the dichotomy between the private and the 

public sphere and how it divides the roles between genders. How are the public and the private 

spheres presented in films? Is the public arena up for grabs, or does it belong to men? Are 

women portrayed in the private realm?  

 

3.3. Power 

Film is power. And it can be argued that film exercises its power on its audience. Marilyn Frye 

identifies one important aspect of power, and that is access: ‘Total power is unconditional 

access; total powerlessness is being unconditionally accessible. The creation and manipulation of 

power is constituted of the manipulation and control of access” (Frye 1983, 103). Applying that 

theory on film, one can argue that film has an access to its user and the position of the viewer 

makes her/him accessible to the content of the film. The world that the film presents to the 

viewer can not be changed by her, therefore the film has access and the viewer is accessible. The 

images are crucial, especially in the context of classical Hollywood movies. Noel Carroll takes 

on a cognitive approach to film and argues what the power of film is. He makes a clear 

distinction of what he defines as movies. When he speaks of movies, he does not speak to the 

whole of cinema but to what is referred to as popular mass media films, the products of what are 

Hollywood International films (Carroll, 1985: 81). Movies in this case are a genre of Hollywood 

classic film, precisely the type of movies that this study researches. ‘For it is the movies, and not 

the modernist masterpieces or medical instruction films, that have captivated the twentieth-

century popular imagination. It is the power of movies about which researchers are really 

curious’ (Carroll, 1985: 81). Carroll identifies that movies are a result of three main traits that 

give movies their capacity to evoke unrivaled widespread and intense response: pictorial 

representation, variable framing and erotic narrative (Carroll, 1985: 101). As pictorial 

recognition does not require a learning process, as it’s basic constitute symbols are pictures 

(compare to reading), Carroll claims that movies become a worldwide phenomenon and a 

lucrative industry as its content is immediately accessible to untutored audiences in every corner 

of the world. Furthermore, movies rely on a biological capability that is nurtured in humans as 

they learn to identify the object and events in their environment (Carroll, 1985: 84).  

Simply put, movies are more accessible to us as viewers, compared to novels or plays, 

because of our biological capabilities. The theory here is that a viewers easy understanding of 
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movies is what makes the movie have easy access to the viewer, and therefore the movie can 

exercise its power on the viewer. If the issue at hand is female marginalisation in film, it means 

that it comes from the access by film to viewers. Who has power of the film, and access to 

producing films, has access to the viewer. It is important to see Hollywood as a powerful system 

that is the center of media conglomerates, with positions in nearly all forms of mass media 

(Gomery, 1996: 413). The core of Hollywood power is its international core of distribution and 

the companies have an advantage as they can distribute films around the world at low costs. 

(Gomery, 1996: 412). With that logic, Hollywood has a power over its viewers and consumers, 

which will be discussed further in 6. Conclusions and Discussions (p. 42) 
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4. Methods 
This section will present the two methods that this study combines and explain the working 

process. It will also give a detailed definition of the key concepts used in the study, such as the 

definition of same-sex-interaction, FI and MI. 

 

4.1. Quantitative content analysis step 1 

The first method looks at the 20 films from a quantitative perspective in order to establish the 

total content of same-sex-interactions in each film. Every film, according to Table 1 on page 6, 

was watched from beginning to end and all same-sex-interactions were registered with start time 

and end time noted. Every interaction was then labeled FI or MI. After every film was measured, 

a calculation was performed to see the total time of the FI and MI content. The following is an 

example from the calculations of The Dark Knight Rises (2012): 

 
Table 5. Extract from The Dark Knight Rises (2012) calculations 

 

Following the signs in table 5, number 1 indicates at what time in the film the same-sex-

interaction starts (2:29:09). Number 2 indicates the time the interaction ends (2:29:25), and 

number 3 indicates the length of that specific interaction (0:00:16), which in this case is 16 

seconds. Every interaction is marked with a short description of the scene. Number 4 indicates 

whether the interaction is of the FI or the MI kind. 

When the whole film is measured, the total results are calculated. The time in red 

(0:00:34) indicates the total FI in the film, 34 seconds. The time in green (0:59:44) indicates the 

total MI in the film, 59 minutes and 44 seconds. At the bottom the total interactions are 

translated into seconds. This means that the values for The Dark Knight Rises have been 

established. MI in the film is 3584 seconds and FI in the film is 34 seconds.  
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4.2. Quantitative content analysis step 2 

How are female-to-female interactions represented on screen? In order to answer question 

number 2 of this study we need to take a closer look at the FI content extracted from the previous 

quantitative measurement. When all the 20 films were measured, all female-to-female 

interactions were found. In total, 114 FI scenes were collected. Analysing the FI content closer 

showed two types of FI scenes, scenes with brief interactions and scenes with substance that can 

be measured for topic. From that, two categories where created for the FI scenes. 

Category 1: scenes with substance and measurable content where two or more female characters 

engage in a conversation or a fight.    

Category 2: very short scenes with no relevant measurable content. Following are some 

examples: 

‘Thank you’, said as giving back pen (Iron Man 3) 

‘Is he dead?’ (Harry Potter) 

The content in category 2 scenes was considered insufficient to measure further as it was most 

often interactions of 2-4 seconds. 

 

Out of the 114 FI scenes collected, 51 were categorised as category 1 scenes and 63 were 

categorised as category 2 scenes with insufficient content and were excluded from further 

analysis. A coding scheme was developed and a quantitative content analysis was performed on 

category 1 scenes that were coded for 4 variables in order to see if any patterns could be found 

regarding female-to-female interactions. Following is the coding scheme used for the qualitative 

content analysis on the 51 FI scenes in category 1. 

 

Topic& Relationship& Interaction& Race&
1."Plot"related" 1."Family" 1."Talking" 1."Caucasian"
2."Men" 2."Friends" 2."Singing" 2."Black"
3."Work" 3."Working" 3."Fighting" 3."Asian"
4."Casual" 4."Enemy" 4."Other" 4."Other"(nonbhuman)"
5."Marriage" 5."Other" "" ""
6."Other" "" "" ""

Table 6. Coding scheme with variables 
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The variables are the following:  

Topic is what they speak of, plot related means that it’s connected to the story of the film, casual 

is talk that is not connected to the story of the film, men means that they talk about or mention a 

man, work means that the topic is work related and marriage means that the topic is marriage 

related. Of course, one scene can contain more than one topic. One example is when in Iron Man 

3, Pepper Potts and Maya Hansen speak of a plot related topic while discussing both Tony Stark 

and Aldrich Killian. This scene’s topic was coded as both plot related and mentioning men.  

Relationship marks what relationship the women in the scene have to each other.    

Interaction marks what kind of interaction the scene contains. 

Race marks of what race the women in the scene are.  

A manifest approach to content analysis has been applied to this study, as can be seen 

from the variables above. Manifest content includes elements that are physically present or 

tangible (Berg, 2001: 242). In this context, type of topic discussed or type of interaction between 

two females, conversation or fighting, is a tangible variable. Content analysis can also focus on 

latent content, meaning that it is more interested in a interpretative reading of the symbolism 

underlying the physical data (Berg, 2001: 242). This study does not perform any interpretative 

reading of the symbolism of the content. It is relevant to use a manifest content approach here as 

this study is interested in the surface structure of the 20 films. Measuring manifest content is 

often more objective and leaves little space for different interpretations and is therefore easy to 

test for reliability. 

 

4.3. Definition of different concepts 

This study is based on a number of concepts that are used throughout this paper. This section will 

therefore explain these concepts in detail and define the meaning of same-sex-interaction, FI and 

MI. 

 

4.3.1. Definition of same-sex-interaction 

What is here defined as interaction does not connect to any theories of interaction. It is an 

operational definition that is presented below.   

Interaction is measured between two or more characters of the same sex. Interaction is defined 

as when characters talk to each other but also other interactions as dancing, fighting or other 
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kinds of obvious direct interactions. In the occasion of fighting scenes interaction is only 

measured if at least one of the characters is a named character, this excludes general fighting, 

shooting or war scenes, and focuses on scenes where at least one of the fighting characters is 

relevant to the story. Scenes where two unnamed characters exchange a couple of words is 

measured as interaction. 

Interaction over telephone and through radio is also measured in the case that it’s clear 

that two people are talking to each other. In the case where one person speaks to a group, 

interaction is measured if somebody of the same sex approaches the speaker. When a person 

speaks to a homogeneous group, and that person is of the same sex as the group, interaction is 

measured. Scenes where two people of the same sex talk and are interrupted by the other sex are 

measured during the time the two (or more) talk and up to the point they are interrupted. 

 

4.3.2. Definition of FI and MI 

FI = female-to-female interaction, all interactions between two or more females are counted as 

FI content. 

MI = male-to-male interaction, all interactions between two or more males are counted as MI 

content. 

FI and MI includes children as well. The films that don’t contain humans or animated humans, 

sex determination of characters is based on their attributes. For example in Toy Story 3, Mrs 

Potato Head is technically a potato but clear female attributes have been assigned to her, such as 

a female voice. The interactions that she has with Barbie and Jessie (cowgirl) is counted as FI. In 

The Transformers male attributes have been assigned to the robots when they take on ‘human’ 

form. They all have male voices so when the Transformers interact with each other or other male 

humans the film it is counted as MI. In Frozen, there is a snowman named Olaf that has male 

attributes and a male voice. All interactions that Olaf has with other men in the film are counted 

as MI. Sven the reindeer is also a character in Frozen, however he does not possess a male voice 

or any other human attributes. He is referred to as an animal in the film and Sven’s interactions 

with other males are therefore not calculated as MI. 
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4.4. Validity and reliability 

As mentioned in the introduction (p. 7), the choice to perform the research on 20 films was 

appropriate as saturation was reached at this sample size. Results show that a similar outcome 

would be reached if the study had been performed on just the top 10 films, therefore adding 

another 10 or 20 films to the study wouldn’t affect the study significantly. 

 A challenge that this study stood before was when choosing the films to perform the 

study on. Using box office hits was all along the main idea, as films with wide reach were of 

interest. However, there is also a box office list with inflation for ticket price adjusted31 to the 

calculations. The main difference between the lists is that the list with inflation adjusted contains 

older films, going back to films released in 1937. The choice to perform the study on the current 

top box office list without taking into account inflation was made because the films on this list 

were newer and more current. As this study was inspired by the Bechdel test, and this has been 

taken up in recent years, it was more relevant to research films that were made more recently as 

they had an opportunity to take into consideration raised awareness of gender roles in film today. 

 One difficulty with the performance of the research that can be mentioned is the 

complexity of the measuring process. Sometimes it could be difficult to mark when an 

interaction started, as it doesn’t always clearly start with a conversation. However, these 

instances of unclarity don’t have any great significance for the end result as it is only a matter of 

a couple of seconds and rarely more than that. Would somebody else perform the same 

calculations by the definitions stated in this research, there is no reason to believe that any great 

differences in the results would be seen. 

  

                                                
31 http://www.boxofficemojo.com/alltime/adjusted.htm 
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5. Empirical Results 
This section will present the results of the study and aims to describe the content and findings of 

the material analysed. The 20 highest grossing films at the worldwide box office have been 

measured for same-sex-interactions. The two categories are male-to-male interactions (MI) and 

female-to-female interaction (FI), which have been measured in time. The scenes consisting of 

FI have then been further analysed for content in order to see the context and what these scenes 

contain. 

 

5.1.  Results of Quantitative Content analysis step 1 

Every film has been measured from beginning to end and scenes containing FI and MI have been 

counted. Then the FI and MI is measured as percentage of the total film content. The smaller 

percentage number is then subtracted from the larger percentage number, which gives the 

percentage point difference. This is the Difference Value that will be further explained on page 

33. Given that films are not written by algorithm it is unlikely and undesirable to only call films 

with a 0 Difference Value gender balanced. Therefore, films that have a Difference Value of less 

than 10 percentage points are considered balanced.  

 

The following can be seen for every film in table 7: 

Total Film length excluding end credits, shown in hours and seconds.  

Total same-sex-interaction shows the total amount in seconds of same-sex-interactions counted 

in the whole film. 

MI in sec and % shows the time in seconds of all MI in the film and how much MI in % the 

whole film consists of. 

FI in sec and % shows the time in seconds of all FI in the film and how much FI in % the whole 

film consists of. 

Difference (pp) shows the difference in percentage points between MI and FI in the film. This is 

an important number in order to see if the same-sex-interactions in a film are balanced. The 

lower the difference in percentage points, the more balanced the film is. A film that has a 

difference that is less than 10 percentage points between the MI and the FI can be considered a 

film with a balanced same-sex-interaction value. 
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  Name of the film 

Film length 
(excluding end 
credits) 

Total 
same-sex 
inter. 
(sec) 

MI (sec and % 
of the film 
length) 

FI (sec and 
% of the film 
length) 

Diff.* 
(pp)  

1. Avatar (2009) 2:51:33 (10293 sec) 1851 1816 (17.6%) 35 (0.3%) 17.3 
2. Titanic (1997) 2:59:38 (10778 sec) 2173 1861 (17.3%) 312 (2.9%) 14.4 
3. The Avengers (2012) 2:13:11   (7991 sec) 3379 3366 (42.1%) 13 (0.2%) 42.0 
4. Harry Potter: D. Hollows Pt 2 (2011) 1:58:13   (7093 sec) 2282 2219 (31.3%) 63 (0.9%) 30.4 
5. Frozen (2013) 1:32:35   (5555 sec) 768 245   (4.4%) 523 (9.4%) 5.0 
6. Iron Man 3 (2013) 1:59:40   (7180 sec) 2991 2826 (39.4%) 165 (2.3%) 37.1 
7. Transformers: Dark of the M. (2011) 2:26:00   (8760 sec) 3050 3022 (34.5%) 28 (0.3%) 34.2 
8. The Lord of the Rings (2003) 3:12:02 (11522 sec) 4783 4783 (41.5%) 0 (0.0%) 41.5 
9 Skyfall (2012) 2:17:47   (8267 sec) 2108 1996 (24.1%) 112 (1.4%) 22.8 
10. Transformers: Age of Ex. (2014) 2:37:10   (9430 sec) 2907 2892 (30.7%) 15 (0.2%) 30.5 
11. Dark Knight Rises (2012) 2:36:51   (9411 sec) 3618 3584 (38.1%) 34 (0.4%) 37.7 
12. Pirates of the Caribbean (2006) 2:21:06   (8466 sec) 3512 3496 (41.3%) 16 (0.2%) 41.1 
13. Toy Story 3 (2010) 1:34:15   (5655 sec) 1525 1441 (25.5%) 84 (1.5%) 24.0 
14. Pirates of the Caribbean (2011) 2:07:27   (7647 sec) 2935 2928 (38.3%) 7 (0.1%) 38.2 
15. Jurassic Park (1993) 2:00:17   (7217 sec) 1608 1605 (22.2%) 3 (0.0%) 22.2 
16. Star Wars Ep 1 (1999) 2:16:10   (8170 sec) 2753 2703 (33.1%) 50 (0.6%) 32.5 
17. Alice in Wonderland (2010) 1:48:34   (6514 sec) 992 266   (4.1%) 726 (11.1%) 7.1 
18. The Hobbit (2012)       2:39:26   (9566 sec) 5328 5328 (55.7%) 0 (0.0%) 55.7 
19. The Dark Knight (2008) 2:24:28   (8668 sec) 4206 4183 (48.3%) 23 (0.3%) 48.0 
20. The Lion King (1994) 1:23:24   (5004 sec) 2237 2228 (44.5%) 9 (0.2%) 44.3 
  Total in seconds 163187 55006 52788 (32.4%) 2218 (1.4%)   
  Total time 45h 19m 47s 15h 16m 46s 14h 39m 48s 36m 58s   

 
Table 7. Complete FI and MI calculations for all 20 films 
*Diff (pp) indicates the difference in percentage points between the MI % and FI% in one film. This will be referred to as Difference Value (DV) of  
a film. 
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Table 8. Total same-sex-interactions in seconds 

 

5.1.1. Overall results of 20 films 

The 20 films that this study consists of make 45 hours 19 minutes 47 seconds of film length 

(excluding end credits). Out of that, all same-sex-interactions account for 15h 16m 46s (55006 

seconds). Out of all same-sex-interactions, MI is 14h 39m 48s (52778 seconds) and FI is 36 min 

58 sec (2218 seconds). That is a ratio of MI 96% and FI 4% of all same-sex-interactions, when 

taking into account no other content in a film. Placing the same-sex-interactions in the context of 

total film content in the 20 films, MI is 32,4% (14h 39m 48s) and FI is 1,4% (36 min 58s), see 

Table 9.  
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Table 9. Total film length in 20 films 

 

5.1.2. Explaining the Difference Value (DV) 

Diff. (pp) in Table 7 (p. 31) indicates the difference in percentage points between the MI % and 

FI % in one film. This is  referred to as the Difference Value (DV) of a film. Simply explained, it 

shows the difference of the amount of male-to-male interaction and the amount of female-to-

female interaction in one film. When these are compared with each other, the film gets its 

Difference Value (DV). That means that a film that contains similar amounts of FI and MI will 

have a low Difference Value and therefore be gender balanced. A film that contains a much 

higher amount of MI than FI, or much higher FI than MI,  will have a high Difference Value and 

will therefore not be gender balanced. The method used here defines a film as gender balanced if 

the film has less than 10pp as its Difference Value between FI and MI. However, it needs to be 

noted that a film that has DV 14pp compared to a film that has DV 30pp is still more gender 

balanced. 

To demonstrate the definition above, comparing Skyfall and Iron Man 3 can be used as 

an example. Skyfall has 112 seconds of FI and Iron Man 3 has 165 seconds of FI. Iron Man 3 has 

53 seconds more of women speaking to each other than Skyfall. However, since the films MI is 

taken into consideration, and Iron Man 3 contains significantly more MI than Skyfall does, the 

Difference Value tells us how gender balanced the films are. Iron Man 3 has 37pp in Difference 

MI"content"
FI"content"
Other"4ilm"content"

Total'division'in'20'Wilms'

66%"

32.4%"

1.4%"
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Value while Skyfall has 23pp in Difference Value. This means that Skyfall is more gender 

balanced than Iron Man 3, despite the fact that there is less total time of females interacting with 

each other in Skyfall.  

 With that said, neither of the two films are gender balanced according to this method as 

they have too high DV, which should be lower than 10pp in order to consider the film gender 

balanced.  

 

5.1.3. Balanced and imbalanced films 

The highest number of same-sex-interactions by total amount in film are The Hobbit (MI=5328 

FI=0 DV=55pp) and The Lord of the Rings (MI= 4783 FI=0 DV=41pp). They are also the only 

two films without any FI. That is 1 hour and 28 minutes of male-to-male interaction in The 

Hobbit and 1 hour and 19 minutes in The Lord of the Rings, with 0 seconds of FI. The Lord of 

the Rings has DV 41pp and The Hobbit has DV 55pp, which makes The Hobbit the most 

imbalanced film of the 20 films measured by this study. 

Only two films contain more FI than MI and those are Frozen (MI=245 FI=523 DV=5pp) 

and Alice in Wonderland (MI=266 FI=726 DV=7pp). These are also the two films with the 

lowest number of same-sex-interactions in total, 768s (12min 48s) for Frozen and 992s (16 min 

32s) for Alice in Wonderland. Alice in Wonderland has DV 7pp and Frozen has DV 5pp. It can 

be said about the two films that they are gender balanced and they are also the only two films 

under the 10pp mark for gender balance.  

Three films have a female protagonist, Frozen, Alice in Wonderland and Titanic and they 

are also the three films with the highest FI. However, Titanic (MI=1861 FI=312 DV=14pp) has a 

lower number of FI than MI despite the fact that the film has a female protagonist. Conclusions 

can be made that when women are protagonists there is a higher amount of FI and films that have 

a balanced same-sex-interaction are films with female protagonists. Films with male 

protagonists, and even one with a female protagonist (Titanic), show imbalance when it comes to 

same-sex-interactions, some show to be more imbalanced than others.  

 

5.2. Results of Quantitative Content analysis step 2 
In order to see what the content of the FI scenes is, a research on the 36m 58s of FI was 

performed. Since many of the FI scenes were only brief interactions, two categories were created 
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as described previously in the method section (see p. 26). 51 of the 114 sequences were category 

1 scenes that were coded for content, with a total duration of 32 minutes and 52 seconds. 63 

sequences were category 2 sequences and were not coded for content, with a total duration of 4 

minutes and 6 seconds.    

 

The results focus on three main variables: type of topic, relationship and interaction in the 

scenes. The scenes were also coded for race, all showing white Caucasian females with only one 

black female present. 

Bear in mind, the FI content analysed here consists mainly of Alice in Wonderland, Frozen and 

Titanic. The three films represent 70% of all the FI content in the 20 films. The remaining FI is 

spread out between the rest of the 17 films, 13 of those films have no or less than 60 seconds of 

FI content. One may argue that this content is too small or too narrow to draw broad conclusions 

about female-to-female interactions. However, quite the contrary is correct. The small amount of 

content tells us that women interact rarely, and when they do, the following results show us how 

they are presented. 

 

5.3. Results of topics, relationships and interactions between women 
Below are the results presented of the content of the FI scenes that were coded: 

Topic& Relationship& Interaction& Race&
1.#Plot#related# 49%# 1.#Family# 42%# 1.#Talking# 94%# 1.#Caucasian# 96%#
2.#Men# 25%# 2.#Friends# 38%# 2.#Singing# 2%# 2.#Black# 1%#
3.#Casual# 14%# 3.#Working# 9%# 3.#Fighting# 2%# 3.#Asian# 0%#
4.#Work# 7%# 4.#Enemy# 5%# 4.#Other# 2%# 4.#Other#(nonKhuman)# 3%#
5.#Marriage# 6%# 5.#Other# 6%# ## ## ## ##
6.#Other# 0%# ## ## ## ## ## ##

Table 10. Results of FI scenes content 
 

5.3.1. Relationships between women 

The results show that women are most often portrayed in relation to family. 42% of interactions 

in the FI scenes are between female family members. Rose in Titanic is in conflict with her 

mother and Anna and Elsa in Frozen are sisters. Alice in Wonderland’s whole family spectrum is 

presented, from mother and sister to aunt and cousins. Even the story’s opponents, The White 
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Queen and The Red Queen, are sisters. Also, in Toy Story 3 women are presented  in relationship 

to their daughters. 

 

5.3.2. Topics between women 

The topics the women talk about in these scenes are often plot related, meaning that in Titanic, 

Rose talks to her mother about how the ship is sinking. In Skyfall,  M and agent Eve exchange a 

conversation regarding an assignment. In Iron Man 3 two women speak about the threatening 

danger that is about to come. However, in 18 instances counted in these 51 scenes, men are also 

mentioned as a topic of conversation, meaning that when these women talk, often they talk about 

a man. When M and Eve in Skyfall talk about the assignment at hand most of their conversation 

is about James Bond. When Pepper and Maya in Iron Man 3 speak of the threatening situation, it 

is in the context of Maya’s boss Aldrich Killian and Peppers partner Tony Stark. 

 

5.3.3. Interactions between women 

In all scenes but one, women are interacting through conversing. Only one film contains one 

scene where two women fight each other. Despite the fact that 14 of the 20 films are in the action 

genre, there is only 1 scene, 31 seconds long, that shows two women fighting. The scene is from 

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows part 2, where Molly Weasley fights Bellatrix Lestrange in 

order to protect her daughter, once again portraying a woman in relation to her daughter and in 

context of family. 

The number of female fights is very low considering that out of the 20 films, 18 films 

contain one or more scenes where men fight. Frozen and Jurassic Park being the only two films 

without any male fight. 

 

5.4. The isolated woman syndrome 

As Table 10 shows, women only speak about work in 7% of the cases. Also, in the 5 cases 

recorded where women speak about work with each other, men are also mentioned in 3 of the 

cases. Iron Man 3, Skyfall and The Dark Knight Rises are the only three films containing a 

working type interaction between women. 

What we see here is that women are not placed in relation to each other in a working 

environment, even though they are in many cases ‘dominant’ characters. In Avatar (MI=1816 
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FI=35 DV=17pp), Dr. Grace Augustine is one of the main characters in the film, she is highly 

active and has a powerful position but is never in any significant way involved with the other 

two women, Neytiri or pilot Trudy. Dr. Augustin and Trudy have a couple of exchanges of 

words but never any longer scenes than 7 seconds. 

In The Avengers (MI=3366 FI=13 DV=42pp), the only interaction between two females 

is a 13 second long scene where we see a girl talking to an older woman in Hindu, without 

subtitles, signaling that their conversation is not relevant for the film. The character of Black 

Widow, or Natasha Romanoff, is a superhero who fights villains alongside the other male 

superheroes but she is never seen fighting a female villain, nor are there any female villains in 

the film. Same patterns can be seen in films like The Transformers, Pirates of the Caribbean and 

The Dark Knight Rises. 

In Transformers: Dark of the Moon (MI=3022 FI=23 DV=34pp) Charlotte Mearing is 

one of the major characters and the Director of National Intelligence. the person giving the main 

orders, she is however only seen in brief female interactions when asking her assistant to give 

her a certain file or bag. At two occasions she exchanges two, not work related, sentences with 

Sam Witwicky’s girlfriend Carly, about Sam, with Sam present. Mearing has no other interaction 

with any other woman during the film, all her work related interactions are with men. The film 

has 23 seconds of FI. 

A short conclusion is that there are a number of females portrayed in powerful 

professional positions in these movies. However, they are almost never interacting with other 

women and are only seen in relation to men and with men. This finding will be discussed further 

in the discussion section (p. 40).    
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6. Conclusion and Discussion 
This section will start by answering the two questions that this study asks, and present 

conclusions regarding the results presented in the previous chapter. It will end with a discussion 

and suggest further ideas for development. 

 

6.1. Conclusion 

What is the ratio of female-to-female interactions (FI) compared to male-to-male 

interactions (MI)? In the 20 films that this study consists of, the total film content is 45h 19min 

47 sec (end credits excluded). That time includes 15h 16min 46s of total same-sex-interaction. 

Out of that, male-to-male interaction is 14h 39min 48s and female-to-female interaction is 36min 

58s. That’s a ratio of MI 96% and FI 4%. Looking at the total amount of film content, the 20 

films consist of MI 32.4% and FI 1.4%. 

 

How are female-to-female interactions represented on screen? 

In all scenes but one, females are interacting by talking to each other. There is only one scene 

where two women fight each other, despite the violent nature of the 20 films. The topics that the 

women talk about are mostly plot related (48%). The second biggest topic is talking about or 

mentioning a male character in the film (25%). There is more casual talk (14%) regarding 

nothing in particular then there are conversations that are work related (6,9%) between two or 

more women. Three main findings are that 42% of the female-to-female interactions are between 

female family members, women almost never fight each other and when placed in professional 

roles, women rarely interact with each other. 

 

6.1.1. Summary 

Inspired by the Bechdel test that points to the lack of female interactions on screen, the intention 

of this study was to immerse in the subject of female interactions and direct the spotlight towards 

the representation of female interactions on screen. In order to see how often female interactions 

occurred on film all same-sex-interactions were measured, comparing female-to-female 

interactions (FI) with male-to-male interactions (MI). The results show a staggering difference. 

The same-sex-interaction is distributed on MI 96% and FI 4%. Most of the female-to-female 
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interaction is situated in the three films that have a female protagonist, Alice in Wonderland, 

Frozen and Titanic. 13 of the films have no or under 60 seconds of female-to-female interaction 

in entire films that on average run for over 2 hours. The only films where a balanced distribution 

between FI and MI can be seen are Frozen and Alice in Wonderland. Those two films are also 

the ones with the lowest amount of same-sex-interactions. In films where males are protagonists, 

the same-sex-interactions are significantly higher and unbalanced between the sexes. It shows 

that when a woman is the protagonist, she is not placed in a female dominated environment, and 

therefore the film has a lower amount of same-sex-interactions and is balanced. When a man is 

the protagonist, he is to a higher degree placed in a male dominated environment, and therefore 

the amount of same-sex-interactions is significantly higher. A conclusion is that films that have a 

male protagonist show a disinterest in female characters, as they are constantly operating in a 

male environment. When a main character is a man two females are not involved in any 

significant interaction. Generally, female characters are only shown in significant interactions 

with each other when the film’s main character is female.  

Female relationships are insignificant in majority of the films that this study has treated. 

When two women are shown interacting  with each other it is often in the context of family. It 

indicates that it is accepted to have a leading woman in the environment of family. Titanic, 

Frozen and Alice in Wonderland all have very strong family bonds. Alice being the most 

adventures one and the heroic life that she leads in the Wonderland is by far the most advanced a 

women is depicted in these 20 films. Although in the end shown resisting her family wishes of 

marriage, she is nonetheless shown in relation to her family, and so are the sister queens that 

control the Wonderland.   

What will be rarely seen, according to this study, is two women fighting in a Hollywood 

film. Although there are a couple of women who fight in the films, Black Widow (The 

Avengers), Catwoman (The Dark Knight Rises) and Elizabeth Swann (Pirates of the Caribbean) 

women are not shown fighting other women. The short scene where two women are fighting 

each other in Harry Potter is when a woman is protecting her daughter. There seems to be a clear 

structure throughout the films, showing women fighting does not seem to appeal to the 

Hollywood filmmakers. Contrasting with the fact that males are seen fighting other males in 18 

out of the 20 films. 
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All these results can be connected to the filmmaking process. As previous research has shown, 

when women are involved in the filmmaking process, such as directors or writers, female 

characters are more prevalent and have a wider remit (see p. 10). The position of the female film 

worker in Hollywood has been discussed in the background section of this paper and has shown 

the obstacles women can experience on the way to reach the position of being part of creating 

movies.  Out of the 20 films, all are directed by men, all films are also written by men except for 

Frozen that has a female co writer and co director, Jennifer Lee. If the logic is correct that when 

women are involved in the filmmaking process, female characters will have a higher prevalence, 

that connection can be seen with this content treated here.  

 

6.1.2. The private/public dichotomy 

Previous studies have led on the headline figure that the top box office films have 30% female 

speaking parts (p. 8). Nonetheless, what this study shows is that only 1.4% of all film content 

consists of females speaking to each other, which indicates that when women speak on film it’s 

most often with men. As presented in the previous chapter, the findings show that there are 

women who are presented in professionally strong executive positions (see p. 36). However, 

these women are almost never communicating with other women and women are almost never 

depicted as colleagues. Only in 7% of all the female-to-female interaction counted in this study, 

is there a work related connection between two women. The question could be raised, if a 

woman is depicted as powerful and placed in a professionally powerful role but where she only 

speaks to men, is that a deceiving portrayal of a powerful woman? Does that indicate that a 

woman is only powerful or strong if she is on the same level as men or above them? Ironically, 

that placement of women can be interpreted as reinforcing the importance of a male sphere. This 

argument can be seen in the light of the private / public dichotomy. We see women connected to 

family, the private, and lacking counterparts in the work environment, the public. Men are 

dominant in the public sphere and the women who are present in the public sphere are in an 

environment where they are presented as the exception and isolated from other women. Women 

are not shown as colleagues collaborating in a working environment, who together are part of the 

problem solving at hand, while it is the default mode for men in most of the films 

Within feminist theory, society is discussed from the division of the private and the public 

sphere, criticizing the structures of the private being assigned to the women, while the public, the 
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power control, is assigned to men. If we see these films as a representation of a society structure, 

divided between the private and the public sphere, one can make conclusions about the gender 

distribution in these two spheres. What positions in society do these films assign the different 

genders? From the patterns detected by the empirical research, one can argue that these 

Hollywood productions overall perform and consolidate a patriarchal structure and present 

traditional values. Since most of the films treated here depict the public sphere, a conclusion can 

be made that women are generally excluded from these environments. When women are present 

they are either in a private environment or lone intruders in a male dominated public 

environment. What do these findings mean? What does it say of the depiction and view of 

gender? One important point to make here is that women have to a very high degree entered the 

public sphere in modern society. However, these segments seem to be missing to a great extent 

in Hollywood depictions of the modern society. As Rebecca L. Collins remarks ‘It is noteworthy 

that the disparity in portrayals of males and females has persisted over decades, during which the 

roles of women in society have broadly expanded’ (Collins, 2011: 292). The lack of female 

interaction and collaboration in a working environment indicates an important state. Why don’t 

we see two women solving an issue? Since, almost exclusively, we are over and over again 

seeing men do that. Why are men more trustworthy to solve a big problem in these films, such as 

saving the world? At the very rare occasion we see two women collaborating in world saving 

activities, we as viewers don’t seem to have a problem with understanding that concept. With 

Alice in Wonderland, Alice and The White Queen conspire to kill the Red Queen’s dragon in 

order to overthrow the Red Queen and save the Wonderland. We believe that as much as we 

believe Cade Yeager and Optimus Prime conspiring to overthrow Megatron in Transformers, and 

save the world. Meaning that, it is absolutely possible to trust two women to save the world and 

take matters into their own hands. So if that ironic example is used to prove that an audience is 

not repulsed by the mere idea of trusting women with problem solving, one can conclude that 

more female collaboration wouldn’t hurt ‘problem solving films’.  

As Julia T. Wood argues, the fact that men are more prevalent in media, in newspapers, 

newscasts, movies etc., create an underrepresentation of women in media. The distorted 

representation of reality makes us believe that men are in majority and that males, white males 

that is, are the cultural standard. We need to see more females on screen collaborating with 
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solving problems, fighting villains, being villains and existing together in the public. After all, 

women are a majority in the real world.  
 

6.2. The power of Hollywood 
Media content can have progressive or regressive contributions, and it is evident that Hollywood 

does not follow the development of female emancipation in society. Because of its power and 

influence, I believe that Hollywood could have been avant-garde, pushing boundaries and 

changing norms and contributing to the female emancipation. Instead we see reproductions of 

regressive and traditional structures that are old fashioned and stereotypical, as someone notes 

‘Hollywood is frozen in the 50’s as white men are still kings of the silver screen’32.  

Hollywood embodies a conservative and patriarchal system that is expressed in many 

different forms. We see it from the way female workers are treated in the industry and all the 

way to the portrayal of women on the screen. It is extensively male dominated, and any great 

changes have not been seen in the industry for decades (see p. 10). A crucial point that needs to 

be discussed here is power. One explanation to why Hollywood films haven’t caught up with the 

development of female roles in society, can be its strong influence and power to dictate the 

content. Hollywood studios are in the powerful position to create and sell what they choose to 

sell to the consumer using their established worldwide distribution systems. It needs not to 

change its portrayal of women as there is nothing to lose by making no changes and there is no 

demand for change from the consumers. Hollywood is in the position of exercising its power on 

the consumer because of its strong influence. It is only in the moment that the consumer would 

demand a different product that the product would change. But that is easier said then done.  

As Noel Carroll discusses about the power of movies and its content being ‘immediately 

accessible to untutored audiences in every corner of the world’ (Carroll, 1985: 84), one can argue 

that movies and the Hollywood system dictates to the viewers what they want to watch, or have 

the option to watch. However, enlightening consumers and raising awareness can contribute to 

change. Media content can be challenged and that challenge is more likely to come from 

consumers than the institutions themselves.   
 
 

                                                
32 http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2563561/Hollywood-place-white-men-New-study-finds-women-
minorities-dramatically-underrepresented-films-television.html 
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6.3. Suggesting a popularised gender test: The (im)balance test 

This concluding section of the paper aims to suggest and provide a tool for measuring gender 

equality on screen: The (im)balance test. It simply measures all same-sex-interactions in one 

film and compares the amount of the female-to-female interaction with the male-to-male 

interaction and assigns the film its Difference Value (p. 33). The result should give a good 

indication of the gender balance in a film. If the difference between the FI and the MI in the film 

is less than 10pp, the film can be considered to be balanced.  

As previously stated, I believe that the Bechdel test raises awareness about a great issue 

in film today and should be seen as an indicator of structural issues that we see within 

Hollywood films. It should not be used as a measure of quality or approval that a film is gender 

balanced. Looking at the 20 films that this study treats, 13 of the films pass the Bechdel test, 

while only two have a balanced ratio according to the (im)balance test. 18 of the 20 films treated 

here are imbalanced according to the (im)balance test.  

Taking The Dark Knight (MI=4183 FI=23 DV=48pp) as an example, the film passes the 

Bechdel test as there is a scene where two women talk to each other on the phone. Looking at the 

calculations of the same-sex-interactions it shows MI 1 hour and 10 minutes (4183 sec) and FI 

23 seconds, the phone call scene makes the film pass the Bechdel test. It is clear that the 

imbalance is immense, and the exact same pattern can be seen with the majority of the films in 

this study: Harry Potter, The Dark Knight Rises, Skyfall, Toy Story 3 and both the Transformers 

films, they all pass the test but the FI is extremely low and insignificant when comparing to the 

MI. In fact, the only two films that have a balanced same-sex-interaction are the two films with 

female protagonists, Alice in Wonderland (MI=266 FI=726 DV=7pp) and Frozen (MI=245 

FI=523 DV=5pp). They also have the lowest number of total same-sex-interaction which means 

that the rest of the interactions in the films are mixed-sex-interactions.  

The Bechdel test has been criticized for failing films with groundbreaking female 

characters, one example is Gravity. The majority of the film consists of an astronaut floating 

around in space and the film fails the Bechdel test. But applying the (im)balance test would show 

a more fair picture. As there is limited male-to-male and female-to-female interaction in the film 

(Gravity MI=236 FI=10) applying the (im)balance test gives a more correct evaluation of the 

film than the Bechdel test. Concluding that Gravity has a balanced score on the (im)balance test, 

with DV 4pp.   
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The type of calculation that is performed in this study is a simple and effective calculation that 

shows a very clear pattern of the films measured. It can be applied to any film and reveal some 

structural points of a film. The suggestion is that applying this type of measurement, the 

(im)balance test, can be a good next step from the Bechdel test in order to tell audiences whether 

a film points at gender balance or imbalance. It’s not labeling a film with an A-rating or any 

other questionable rating, it’s showing the audience the MI and FI relation and leaving it up to 

the audience to regard this fact before consuming a film and buying a ticket. Surely, for 

somebody who is aware of gender imbalance, seeing a film with MI=4183 FI=23 DV=48pp 

won’t seem very appealing. And even if one sees the film, she or he will be aware of the 

imbalance, which is crucial. I believe that an approach like this from cinemas would raise 

awareness and make audiences think more about the imbalance issues and the female 

underrepresentation in general.  

A popularised gender balance test can never be very complex, in order to be popularised 

it needs to be as simple as possible but still convey an effective message. Indeed, a film can have 

a balanced MI and FI relation but still contain sexist, suppressive or stereotyping content. The 

numbers are not a guarantee that the content is free of stereotypes, but if the interactions are 

balanced it indicates that the creators behind the films have several female characters in mind 

when writing and creating the films. That alone would be a great improvement for many of the 

films treated in this study. As of the results of this study, the numbers indicate that the creators of 

18 movies did not consider female characters to any great extent. Encouraging higher prevalence 

of female-to-female interactions on film will most likely contribute to more elaborate and 

complex female characters.  

 

6.4. Further research 

Hollywood films are frequently criticised for being stereotypical and underrepresenting women. 

The results of this study confirm the extensive underrepresentation of women in film in a 

different light than previously researched. Since box office success is no barometer of quality, it 

would be interesting to apply The (im)balance test to films that are esteemed for their quality, 

such as Palme d’Or winners. The results may be widely different, or reveal hidden structures. 

Since this is a gender test, it would also be interesting to see the test applied to the most 
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successful films directed by women. Concluding, the method used in this study can be even more 

useful to apply to what seems to be less stereotypical movies. 
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